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The restaurant from Vinings offers 18 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average price of $8.6. What
Brittany Jackson likes about Bowl Lab:

10 stars! The attractive Vinings location, the upbeat, modern, chic look and cool plants, the incredibly fresh food,
and amazing and extensive poke bowl toppings. The amazingly reasonable pricing, the satisfying portion size.

This is the kind of food that tastes fresh, delicious, and filling, but doesn't make you feel weighed down. It was a
total win when we visited for the first time today. Definitely planning to go back! Very pleased!. What Stephanie

Albanese doesn't like about Bowl Lab:
The Super Hero bowl is adorned with a plethora of fresh and healthy toppings, but it's just not as good as it once

was. Couple that with post-pandemic prices that have skyrocketed $4 on bowls) makes it a poor value and
makes me unlikely to return. read more. Atthemoment one might start to consider maybe eating healthier; exactly

for these thoughts, Bowl Lab's menu offers a large selection of easily digestible dishes, and you have the
opportunity to try fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important
part of Bowl Lab. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a

willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients consume, On the menu there are
also several Asian menus.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
KOMBUCHA $4.7

Seafoo�
OCTOPUS

Sid� dishe�
GYU NACHOS $8.0

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Drink�
DRINKS

Ninj�
NINJA NACHOS $8.0

Beverage�
16.9 FL OZ. OI-OCHA $4.0

16.9 FL OZ. TEA'S TEA $4.0

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

SEAFOOD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPICY TUNA

SALAD

�perimen� Your Pok�
REGULAR MAKE YOUR POKE $10.0

LARGE MAKE YOUR POKE $12.0

Signatur� Pok� Bow�
ALOHA UMAMI POKE BOWL $12.0

SUNNY SALMON POKE BOWL $12.0

SO CAL POKE BOWL $12.0
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